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This paper focuses on the traditional opposition between BE going to and gonna, either 
described as “quasi-modals” (Collins 2009), “emerging modals” (Krug 2001) or “semi-modals” 
(Leech 2012). Different terms are used but all authors agree that modality is at their core. The forms 
express intention (root modality) and/or prediction (epistemic modality) and are often said to compete 
with the modal will. In this paper, we will use either of these terms to refer to BE going to, gonna, 
and other related forms. Traditional grammars tend to associate BE going to and gonna: gonna is seen 
as just a mere informal variant of BE going to (Quirk et al. 1985: 898). But lately, some authors have 
tried to show that the reduced form tends to be more and more used and to become more and more 
emancipated, maybe showing a change in paradigms (Lorenz 2013, Lorenz and Tizón-Couto 2016). 
This paper therefore attempts to understand the place of gonna and other variants compared to the 
“central” BE going to. From a Construction Grammar perspective and in line with Robert Daugs 
(2021)’ study of modal contractions, our purpose is to see how such forms fit in the framework of 
Construction Grammar: are they variants of one construction or has one or several of them acquired 
the status of construction? 

This preliminary study shows that other forms exist indeed beyond – and between – BE going 
to and gonna such as goin’ to, gon, imma, ima and others, showing that the dichotomy established 
between BE going to and gonna may be more complex than it seemed. In that respect, one cannot 
ignore the influence of AAVE (African American Vernacular English) in the development of gonna 
and other related forms. As explained in Mufwene et al. (1998), gonna comes from the creole and 
has then been widely used in AAVE, a variety whose origin is still debated, but which has been in 
contact with other languages and other varieties of English. It is interesting to note that there is a 
certain acknowledgment of the variation of forms within the BE going to/gonna paradigm in AAVE 
(goin’ to, gon’...), although it needs further investigation (Mufwene et al. 1998: 183). The present 
study tries to investigate this issue in American English. 

We aim in this paper to investigate the variants of this semi-modal in two different media. We 
chose to analyse two corpora: a written Twitter corpus and a spoken corpus (the Santa Barbara corpus 
of spoken American English, Linguistic Data Consortium 2000). The written corpus consists of 
geotagged American tweets related to Climate Change. It was collected between 2017 and 2019 by 
the Harvard Dataverse research team (Littman and Wrubel 2019). The spoken corpus consists of 
recordings of naturally occurring conversations between two or more people all over the United States 
between 2000 and 2005. Having these two types of corpora enables a to-and-fro between written and 
spoken data, comparing them and showing the differences but also the similarities we can find in both 
for the forms under study. We will establish a typology of variants for BE going to in each medium 
and will give a quantitative overview of each form to understand how marginal – or not – each is.  

First, the analysis of the Twitter corpus has revealed that different forms can be found such 
as:  

(1) The climate change gon be sumn serious when I switch from Here to Louisiana again...I might get 
sick 

(2) Yo imma let you finish but transformational global change is the best climate change solution of 
all time 

(3) CLIMATE CHANGE IS GONNA BE THE END OF THE WORLD SO IMA LIVE MY LIFE CAUSE 
THATS ALL THE TIME IMA HAVE 



 

On the contrary, the analysis of the transcription for the spoken corpus only shows two forms: BE 
going to and gonna. However, the auditory analysis of the sound files reveals that several oral forms 
are realized for the semi-modal, which are not transposed in the orthographic transcription:  

(4) “how long this is gonna take”, in which we hear [ɡənə] 
(5) “I’m gonna wait”, in which we hear [amənə] 
(6) “I’m gonna start dancing”, in which we hear [amə] 

It seems that we find a continuum of forms for the spoken media:  
[aɪm ɡɑnə/a] è [am ɡənə] è [amənə] è [amə/a] 

It will be interesting to discuss the way these phonetic forms can be transcribed orthographically and 
we will question this issue of the link between oral and written form in the paper.  
 
 Second, we will focus more specifically on variation from a morphosyntactic viewpoint to 
understand the workings of the different types of contractions. The different forms will be analysed 
regarding criteria such as the presence or absence of the BE copula, the presence or absence of 
personal pronouns and the place and form of negation for each variant. For the present study, this 
morphosyntactic analysis will be conducted on the written data only. 

The results seem to indicate two possible different paths for the variation: 
- An evolution from BE going to to gonna, and then gon as an informal variant 
- A syntactically constrained evolution from I’m going to to I’m gonna to Im(m)a as it 

requires a first-person subject. 
 

Finally, the different results will invite discussion on the implications of the existence of the 
variants observed within the framework of Construction Grammar. Are these forms variants of the 
same construction or can one or some of them be considered emergent constructions detached from 
BE going to? Can we envisage a modal network that would acknowledge contracted forms of modals 
as independent from their respective full forms (Daugs 2021)? 
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